
FX Multi Core Program

sit back and let the experts trade for you



FX Multi Core

FX Multi Core (FXMC) is a foreign exchange 
program traded by emerging currency managers, 
with the aim of creating alpha through discretionary 
and systematic idea-generation processes. 

By sourcing and implementing a range of unique 
trading strategies FXMC offers investors a 
program that seeks enhanced returns, but which is 
diversified and uncorrelated to other traditional and 
alternative programs.

*FXMC has generated 16.20% returns each year since inception in May 
2015 excluding fees. 

16.20% annual 
growth*
…through diversity and uncorrelation

https://trademakers.com/


Since May 2015, the FX Multi Core Program 
has generated annualised returns in excess 
of 16.20% excluding fees. 

The program results have easily outperformed 
the major equity and hedge fund indices, on 
both returns and risk volatility.

The Strong 
Performance
…with past returns exceeding 16.20%

+16.20%
in returns

https://trademakers.com/


Superior returns

To generate superior, risk-adjusted returns, FXMC 
executes strategies by ‘pair trading’ the most liquid 
global currencies. 

This involves taking a directional position in one 
currency, whilst simultaneously taking the opposite 
position in a second currency. The investment goal is 
to take advantage of relative valuation differences 
between the two currencies.

This strategic approach may include Trend, Arbitrage, 
Breakout, Range Trading, Scalping and similar tactics.

Exploiting 
the differences
…through pair trading € $

https://trademakers.com/


FX Multi Core

The portfolio is actively managed to control risk
under most market conditions. 

A change in the program selection may be made 
when one or more of these events occurs: 
style drift, breach in internal constraints, or 
continued underperformance.

Actively Managed 
& Risk Controlled
…to minimise your risk

A diversified approach to 
currency trading

FX Multi Core 
Program

Execution of Strategy

Idea
Generation

Risk levels are actively 
monitored & adjusted

Risk 
Management

Selection of alpha-
seeking approaches

Trading 
Approach

Selection of CTA trading styles

Portfolio Design

https://trademakers.com/


Engineered for investors 
seeking enhanced returns, 
whilst effectively managing 
downside risk.

Employs a multi-strategy 
trading approach, so investors 
benefit from returns that are 
uncorrelated to the broader 
financial markets.

As a diversification tool, 
investing in a selected range of 
currency strategies 
contributes significantly 
towards portfolio protection.

FX Multi Core

A professionally managed 
currency strategy

https://trademakers.com/


Aims to preserve capital and 
generate returns during 
downturns, and portfolio 
protection through risk 
management.

Quickly adapts to changing 
market conditions as new 
opportunities and threats emerge.

Allocating an optimised 
currency strategy to a portfolio, 
even by a modest amount, has a 
significant effect on overall 
performance.

FX Multi Core

Make the right choices, 
at the right time

https://trademakers.com/


Historically, investment programs such as FX Multi 
Core have only been available to large institutional 
clients and High Net Worth clients. 

But trademakers has broken this monopoly by 
creating an investment program that allows everyone 
to participate in actively managed, professional 
strategies with proven returns.

FX Multi Core

It’s no longer just 
for big business

https://trademakers.com/


FX Multi Core 
Program Managers 

Mikkel has developed and executed currency trading strategies 
for sophisticated investors for the past 20 years. Mikkel actively 
manages alpha-driven strategies, as well as a number of 
hedging programs and signal generating strategies. 

Learn more about Mikkel

Mikkel Thorup 
Head of Alternatives

Mike has a strong knowledge of global financial marketplaces, 
including different investment vehicles that are available in these 
different environments. 

Learn more about Mike

Head of Operations 
(Alternatives)

Mike 
Rasmussen 

The Alternative Investment team is supported by the rest of the 
JPFS team of legal, risk, operations and marketing, leaving them 
to concentrate on portfolio strategy and risk management.

Read more about the team at JPFS

The JPFS team 

https://jpfs.com/team/
https://jpfs.com/team/
https://jpfs.com/team/
https://trademakers.com/


Stable Performance
The story so far...

Since May 2015, FX Multi-Select Core has generated 
between 12.92% and -6.44% portfolio growth on a 
monthly basis, before performance fees.

*The program is based on technical analysis and signals, but executed 
with a discretionary view each month, and 68.5% of the trades 
generate a profit.

Quarterly 
Performance
…68.5% of all trades generated profits*
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Consistent Growth
The story so far...

FX Multi Core has generated accumulated results since 
inception of 99.89%, and the average monthly performance 
has been 1.35%.

As you can see on the chart to the right, 2019 was a tough 
year with almost historic low volatility levels across the 
currency markets, but FXMC still managed to generate 
over 16.20% growth over the year.

*Past performance should not be construed as an indicator of future 
performance.

Stable 
Performance*
…since launching in 2015
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Low market volatility due 
to economic challenges

- Global Economic Slowdown
- US-China Trade Wars
- Brexit Negotiations
- Geo-Political Tensions in EU

https://trademakers.com/


...

The portfolio has evolved to four 
to five different trading 
allocations since inception. 
Allocation to strategies is 
determined by the market 
environment. 

Evolving 
Strategies

FX Multi Core screens the 
universe of currency 
strategies that deliver alpha 
through strategy, trade style 
and/or trader skills.

Screening 
Strategies

As new programs and 
strategies qualify for inclusion, 
their methodologies are 
honed to give each program 
an edge for all our clients. 

Creating  
an Edge

Program Managers

Winning 
Combinations

https://trademakers.com/


Before a new strategy can be considered for an 
allocation to the portfolio, it is analysed based on a 
series of quantitative and qualitative investigations. 

These investigations help to ensure that the potential 
strategy displays the ability to generate alpha across 
varying market conditions - uncorrelated to the 
performance of the overall portfolio.

Trading Strategy 
Selection
...screening strategies 

https://trademakers.com/


Trading Strategy Selection

In order to effectively evaluate a currency strategy, a 
complete due diligence process is initiated to 
scrutinise both quantitative and qualitative data. 

This process includes an analysis of the trading strategy 
and risk controls, as well as a review and verification of 
documentation and marketing material. 

The due diligence procedures evaluate all aspects of 
trading and operating procedures relating to the 
strategy and risk management controls.

Strategy 
Screening Criteria 
...the due diligence process

1. G-10 Currency Pairs Only 

2. Clear Investment Strategy 

3. Systematic Trading Methodology 

4. History of Live Trading Results

5. Managed Account Setup only

https://trademakers.com/


Strategies that trade an active allocation are monitored 
by strict risk management procedures to control 
trading exposure, drawdown levels, leverage and position 
limits. 

The underlying performance of each strategy is analysed 
and reassessed in situations where those returns deviate 
from a predetermined range. 

A resolution plan is in place to safeguard against a 
breach of these internal constraints.

Risk 
Management 
...safeguarding your investments

To create a balanced, diversified portfolio from a 
number of different strategies, the portfolio is 
distributed across 4-8 CTA trading styles which 
execute to its own risk/reward profile.

By stipulating fully transparent trading methodologies 
for all selected strategies, portfolio exposure limits 
can be monitored in real-time. Leverage is 
controlled on a portfolio level to not exceed 3:1 times.

Leverage 
& Limits
...it’s all about balance

Trading Strategy Selection

https://trademakers.com/


FX Multi Core implements a stringent and robust risk 
management policy in the investment process, which 
is required for each currency strategy to adhere to in 
generating alpha. 

Portfolio adjustments occur when strategy targets 
have been achieved, or in the event that a breakdown 
in the investment case is observed.

Adjusting 
Your Portfolio
...for consistent returns

Trading Strategy Selection

https://trademakers.com/


Trading Strategy Selection

Scenarios that 
may lead to 
strategy 
adjustments

Technical indications of a lowering 
strategy risk/reward ratio 

Shifting market sentiment that 
potentially displaces trading views 

Increasing fundamental risks through 
macro-changing factors 

Observation of sudden liquidity spikes 
or restrictions from providers 

Intuition of the investment team to 
re-allocate strategy assets

https://trademakers.com/


FX Multi Core (FXMC)

A winning team 
behind you
Get a winning team behind 
you. Read about the whole 
team here.

Get impressive 
daily results

Get support when 
you need it
We are here to help and 
support you. Just get in touch 
by emailing us: 
support@trademakers.com

Get started 
with a little
You can open a trading 
account with just 
$5,000, increasing in 
increments of $5,000. 

Get the FXMC 
track record
See detailed performance 
track record for FXMC since 
2015. Full details are 
available on request.

Monitor your 
performance
You can view performance 
on trademakers, or via your 
selected broker account. 

Get started 
with a little
You can register an account 
online with our regulated 
partner broker SGT Markets. 
Register here.

Trade with 
accuracy
68.5% of the trades in 
FXMC have generated a 
profit since inception in 
May 2015. 

Average Return: 0.10%
Average Gain: 0.66%
Average Loss: -0.47%

https://trademakers.com/
http://jpfs.com/team
https://jpfs.com/contact-support/
https://sgtmarkets.com/trademakers/live


Are you ready to
sit back and let 
the experts 
trade for you?

Get Started (Non US Residents)

Get Started (US Residents Only)

https://sgtmarkets.com/trademakers/live
https://trademakers.com/
https://sgtmarkets.com/trademakers/live
https://www.kingdomtrust.com/open_account.html?client_affiliate_code=JPFS&utm_campaign=Partner&utm_source=JPFS&utm_medium=affiliate


Swiss Regulated
trademakers is a brand wholly owned and managed by JP Fund Services S.A. and is 
authorised and regulated by SRO Polyreg, under FINMA, of which it has been a 
member since 2010, and GSCGI which it has been a member of since 2008.

Legal
trademakers’ research and reports have been prepared without regard to the circumstances and objectives of those who receive it, and do not provide 
individually tailored investment advice. trademakers does not accept any liability for what is written in its research and reports, or for any actions that occur 
because of the information contained in its research and reports. trademakers research and reports are provided to clients through its website 
[www.trademakers.com and www.jpfs.com] and are also distributed electronically. trademakers relies on a variety of data providers for economic and financial 
market information. The data used in this report are judged to be reliable, but trademakers cannot be held accountable for the accuracy of data used herein. 
trademakers, under JPFS S.A. its directors, officers, employees or contractors may have some financial interest in any or related securities mentioned in its 
research and reports.

This document is the property of trademakers and should not be circulated without the express authorization of trademakers. Any use of graphs, text or other 
material from this report by the recipient must acknowledge trademakers as the source and requires express written permission.

Investments in securities or financial instruments (including digital assets, futures, options, contracts for differences, spot and forward foreign exchange 
contracts) can fluctuate in value. Accordingly, you should be aware that you might not realize the initial amount invested and indeed may incur additional 
liabilities as investments in securities or financial instruments may entail above average risk. You must therefore carefully consider whether your financial 
circumstances permit you to invest. trademakers strongly suggests that you seek the advice of an independent financial advisor in this regard.

DISCLAIMER Copyright 2010 - 2020 © JPFS S.A. All rights reserved.

http://www.polyreg.ch/e/polyreg/
https://www.finma.ch/en/
https://www.gscgi.ch/en/
https://trademakers.com/
https://jpfs.com/
https://trademakers.com/
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